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Abstract— The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) in SAR
anolog-to-digital converters (ADCs) is often dominant for both
power consumption and linearity. Dedicated switching schemes
can save power, but mostly focus on conversion energy, whereas
the DAC reset can consume significant energy as well. This paper
presents an energy-free DAC reset scheme, “swap to reset,”
for charge-redistribution SAR ADCs. It is widely applicable
to existing low-power switching schemes. Additionally, to limit
complexity while maintaining most of the energy savings, it can
be utilized for the MSBs of the DAC only while the LSBs use
conventional reset. To demonstrate the scheme, it is applied to
the 2 MSBs of a 12-b SAR ADC using a split-monotonic DAC
in 65-nm CMOS, resulting in an energy saving of 33% for the
DAC or 18% for the whole ADC. Besides the “swap to reset,”
a rotation is also applied to the 2 MSBs, hence enhancing the
linearity to 88-dB spurious free dynamic range. The SAR ADC
operates at 0.8-V power supply and 40 kS/s, achieving an signal
to noise and distortion ratio of 64.2 dB and a Figure of Merit of
7.1-fJ/conversion step.

Index Terms— CMOS, energy efficiency, high linearity, reset
energy, rotation, SAR anolog-to-digital converter (ADC), swap
to reset.

I. INTRODUCTION

SAR anolog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are widely used
in low-power systems like internet of things nodes and

wireless sensor devices thanks to the outstanding energy effi-
ciency at moderate resolution and speed. The energy consump-
tion of the charge-redistribution (CR) digital-to-analog con-
verter (DAC) is usually a main component of the total energy
consumption of an SAR ADC, e.g., more than 50% for [1]–[3].
The energy consumption of a CR DAC is determined by the
total capacitance of the DAC, the reference voltage, and the
DAC switching scheme. Due to thermal noise and matching
considerations, the capacitance and reference voltage can-
not be reduced unrestrictedly. Alternatively, many switching
schemes have been proposed to save DAC energy consumption
[4]–[9]. Energy-saving [4] and monotonic [5] approaches save
conversion energy, but result in a common mode shift of the
comparator input. This could introduce a signal-dependent
offset to the SAR conversion and cause performance degra-
dation. Merged capacitor switching [6] also saves conversion
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Fig. 1. Normalized theoretical energy consumption of different switching
schemes.

energy, but an additional reference voltage is required whose
buffer increases the circuit complexity and consumes extra
energy. A modified conventional scheme [7], split monotonic
scheme [8], and detect-and-skip technique [9] save conver-
sion energy without the above two disadvantages. However,
[7]–[9] require a reset energy that is close to or even higher
than the conversion energy, which diminishes the total energy
saving. Fig. 1 compares the energy consumption of the above
schemes to the conventional scheme assuming the same res-
olution and the same total capacitance at each side (CT ) in
order to keep the same thermal noise for a fair comparison.
Compared to a conventional scheme, [4]–[6] save conver-
sion energy, but have the drawbacks as mentioned above.
[7]–[9] also save conversion energy, but they consume a reset
energy that is 0.9×, 1.5×, and 2.2× the conversion energy,
respectively. Techniques to save reset energy were introduced
in [10] and [11], but these works require a third reference
voltage (VCM) and only include behavioral simulations without
experimental validation.

In order to deal with this large reset energy, this
paper presents an energy-free “swap-to-reset” scheme for
SAR ADCs [12]. Instead of energy-inefficient conventional
reset by simply switching the DAC back to the initial con-
figuration, the DAC can be reset by swapping the positions
of a differential capacitor pair between P and N sides, which

0018-9200 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 2. Normalized theoretical energy reduction after applying 2-MSB “swap
to reset” to [7]–[9].

consumes no energy. The scheme can be adopted by all DACs
that are differentially switched and reset and that maintain the
same common mode level throughout the conversion. Fig. 2
shows that after applying “swap to reset” to the 2 MSBs for
DAC switching schemes [7]–[9], 75% of the reset energy
is saved, resulting in 35%, 45%, and 52% of total DAC
energy saving, respectively. Here, only the 2 MSBs use
“swap to reset” and the rest uses conventional reset as the
majority (75%) of the reset energy can be eliminated already.
Applying “swap to reset” to more bits of the DAC saves little
reset energy while the complexity and energy consumption
of the auxiliary circuits will increase. The “swap-to-reset”
technique is demonstrated in a 12-b SAR ADC using a
split-monotonic DAC [8] in 65-nm CMOS, which consumes
a reset energy 1.5× the conversion energy.

Besides being responsible for a significant part of the
power consumption, the DAC often limits the linear-
ity due to capacitor mismatch. In this work, a rota-
tion operation [13] is used to improve the spurious free
dynamic range (SFDR) of the SAR ADC. By combin-
ing “swap to reset” and rotation, an energy-efficient and
high-linearity SAR ADC is achieved.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II analyzes
the energy consumption of the CR DAC in an SAR ADC
during both conversion and reset phases. The “swap-to-reset”
operation is presented in Section III along with some important
properties. In Section IV, the implemented 12-b SAR ADC
with 2 MSB “swap to reset” is described and the measurement
results are shown in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes
this paper.

II. ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF A CR DAC

The operation of an SAR ADC can be divided into three
phases: tracking, conversion, and reset. During tracking phase,
the DAC usually consumes no energy from the reference
voltage while the input buffer has to be present to drive
the DAC. During conversion and reset, the DAC consumes

Fig. 3. Tracking phase of a split monotonic DAC.

energy from the reference voltage, which is the main concern
of this paper. In this section, the energy consumption of a
CR DAC using a split monotonic scheme [8] is calculated.
Both the energy consumed during conversion and during reset
is calculated, and the results are discussed.

A. Conversion Energy of a Split Monotonic DAC

The tracking phase of a split monotonic DAC in an
SAR ADC is shown in Fig. 3. For a K-bit SAR ADC,
a (K − 1)-bit DAC is required and each bit of the DAC com-
prises two split capacitor pairs, which are reset differentially.
CK−1, CK−2 . . . and C1 are binary scaled and Catt is the atten-
uation capacitor equal to 2C1. During conversion, after the i th
comparison, one pair of CK−i will be switched differentially
and the DAC outputs (VP, i and VN, i , where VP, 1 = VINP,
VN, 1 = VINN) will be shifted by �VK−i (=VREF · CK−i /CT

where CT = 2 · ∑K−1
i=1 CK−i + Catt) according to the com-

parison result as shown in Fig. 4 (assuming VP, i < VN, i ).
This switching will cause charge redistribution and energy
consumption as shown in Fig. 5. There are three different
types of charge flow. Q1 is the charge required by one CK−i

to switch it from GND to VREF, expressed as

Q1 = CK−i · (VREF − �VK−i ). (1)

Q2, Q3, and Q4 are the charges repelled from the capacitors
connected to VREF at the P side due to the increased DAC
output VP, i , expressed as

Q2 + Q3 + Q4 = (CMH + CK−i + CLX) · �VK−i (2)

where CMH and CLX are the total capacitance connected to
VREF in the MSB and LSB part at P side, respectively.

Q5 and Q6 are the charge absorbed by the capacitors
connected to VREF at N side due to the reduced DAC output
VN, i , expressed as

Q5 + Q6 = (CML + CLX) · �VK−i (3)

where CML and CLX are the total capacitance connected to
VREF in the MSB and LSB part at N side, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Capacitor switching during the conversion phase of a split monotonic
DAC.

Fig. 5. Charge flow during the conversion phase of a split monotonic DAC.

The total energy consumption of this i th DAC switching
(VP, i < VN, i ) is

EConversion, K−i (VP, i < VN, i )

= [CK−i · (VREF − 2�VK−i ) + (CML − CMH) · �VK−i ]
· VREF. (4)

If VP, i > VN, i , we can derive the energy consumption in a
similar way as

EConversion, K−i (VP, i > VN, i )

= [CK−i · (VREF − 2�VK−i ) + (CMH − CML) · �VK−i ]
· VREF. (5)

Assuming every bit decision has the same probability
of “1” and “0,” the average energy consumption of the i th
DAC switching is the average of (4) and (5)

EConversion, K−i = CK−i · (VREF − 2�VK−i ) · VREF

= CK−i · (1 − 2CK−i/CT ) · V 2
REF. (6)

The average conversion energy for a split monotonic DAC
during one conversion can be expressed as

EConversion =
K−1∑

i=1

CK−i · (1 − 2CK−i/CT ) · V 2
REF

≈ 0.33CT · V 2
REF. (7)

Fig. 6. Charge flow during the conventional reset of a split monotonic DAC.

B. Reset Energy of a Split Monotonic DAC

After the entire SAR conversion is done, the DAC outputs
will converge to a range of [VCM − 1 LSB, VCM + 1 LSB]
(VCM = 1/2VREF) due to the successive approximation algo-
rithm. For an SAR ADC with a resolution higher than 12 bits,
1 LSB is less than 0.05% of VCM hence the DAC outputs can
be seen as VCM. The next step is to reset the DAC to the initial
configuration as a preparation for the next tracking phase. The
conventional method to reset the DAC is to instantaneously
switch the entire DAC conversely with the conversion phase
as shown in Fig. 6. The DAC outputs will change by �VReset
and recover to the last sampled VINP and VINN. For the
capacitor pairs CK−i , similar to the calculation in the previous
subsection, Q7 and Q8 can be expressed as

Q7 = CK−i · �VReset (8)

Q8 = CK−i · (VREF − �VReset). (9)

The total reset energy consumed by this bit of the DAC is

EReset, K−i = (Q7 + Q8) · VREF = CK−i · V 2
REF (10)

which is proportional to CK−i , independent of �VReset. The
total reset energy of the entire DAC is

EReset =
K−1∑

i=1

CK−i · V 2
REF ≈ 0.5CT · V 2

REF = 1.5 ·EConversion.

(11)

C. Discussion

For a split monotonic DAC, the switching during conversion
and reset are opposite operations while the reset consumes
50% more energy than the conversion. This is caused by
the inherent switching properties of these two operations.
As shown in Fig. 5 and (6), during conversion, when 1 CK−i

(P side) is switched from GND to VREF, the other CK−i

at the same side (P side) is already connected to VREF and
will contribute charge (Q3) to be reused by the switched
CK−i (Q1), reflected as CK−i · (VREF − �VK−i − �VK−i )
in (6). For the conventional reset as shown in Fig. 6 and (10),
when 1 CK−i (N side) is switched from GND to VREF,
the other CK−i connected to VREF is at the opposite side
(P side) and on average all the charge (Q7 and Q8) is provided
by VREF, reflected as CK−i ·(VREF−�VReset+�VReset) in (10).
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Fig. 7. Operation and charge flow of the “Swap to reset” scheme. (a) Step 1: disconnect from P and N sides. (b) Step 2: swap N and P connections without
energy dissipation. (c) Successful reset, function of capacitors swapped.

To summarize, a split monotonic DAC consumes low
conversion energy and the differential structure maintains a
constant common mode voltage of the DAC outputs without
an extra reference voltage. However, the conventional reset
consumes an energy as high as 1.5× the conversion energy,
which limits the overall energy saving of the split monotonic
scheme.

III. ENERGY-FREE “SWAP TO RESET”

For the split monotonic scheme, the DAC is reset and
switched differentially (Figs. 3, 4 and 6). In other words,
the number of capacitors and the total capacitance value
connected to VREF always remains the same. Each time a
capacitor is disconnected from VREF, its opposite element
will be connected to VREF. Thanks to the fully differential
operation, the DAC outputs (VP, i and VN, i ) start at the
sampled input voltage (VINP, VINN) prior to conversion, and
closely approximate VCM by the end of the conversion. Based
on above observations, the energy-free “swap to reset” can be
introduced.

A. Energy-Free “Swap-To-Reset” Principle

As shown in Fig. 7, the “swap to reset” is applied to a
1-b DAC as an example. CPH, CPL, CNH, and CNL denote
the capacitors connected to VREF and GND at P and N side,
respectively, and they are all equal to CK−i . After the con-
version is finished, the two capacitors at each side are both
connected either to VREF or GND and the aim of reset is
to have one capacitor connected to VREF and one capacitor
connected to GND at each side. The conventional method to
reset the DAC is to switch the pair of capacitors conversely
with the conversion phase (Fig. 6), consuming large energy
as (10). Alternatively, the DAC can be simply reset
by swapping the positions of one pair of capacitors
between P and N side as shown in Fig. 7. The first step is
to disconnect CPL and CNH from P and N sides [Fig. 7 (a)].
Subsequently, the N and P connections of CPL and CNH are

swapped by connecting them to the opposite side [Fig. 7 (b)].
Since both DAC output voltages are the same (VCM), the swap
operation consumes no energy and the DAC is reset success-
fully [Fig. 7 (c)]. In the very next tracking and conversion
phases, the previous CPL will act as the new CNH and the
previous CNH will act as the new CPL. The energy consump-
tion of “swap to reset” for this DAC bit can be expressed as

ES-to-R, K−i = (Q9 + Q10) · VREF = 0. (12)

If the “swap to reset” is applied to the entire DAC, the total
reset energy is

ES-to-R =
K−1∑

1

ES-to-R, K−i = 0. (13)

Instead of energy-inefficient switch-to-reset, which releases
some charge to GND and draws new charge from VREF, the
“swap to reset” preserves the charge and resets the DAC by
swapping without charge dissipation, hence being energy free.

B. Applicability

Previous discussions indicate the preconditions to apply
the “swap to reset”: the DAC must be reset and switched
differentially and the DAC outputs must converge to VCM at
the end of each conversion. The latter is usually inherently true
if the former is satisfied. For instance, the schemes [7]–[9] that
were mentioned before reset and switch the DAC differentially
and thus the “swap to reset” can be applied, with the expected
results as shown in Fig. 2.

C. Flexibility

From (10) and (12), it can be concluded that the energy
consumption of the conventional reset for split monotonic
is proportional to the capacitance while it is energy-free for
“swap to reset.” Since the DAC is binary scaled, the MSB
part consumes the most significant reset energy. In order
to conduct the “swap to reset,” extra auxiliary circuits are
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Fig. 8. Normalized EReset of a 12-b split monotonic SAR ADC with “swap
to reset” applied to a different number of bits.

Fig. 9. DAC array with parasitic capacitance (P side).

required (switches and control logic). These extra circuits
consume energy and increase the implementation complexity
of the ADC. For that reason, “swap to reset” could be limited
to the MSBs of the DAC to eliminate the majority of the reset
energy while the LSB part can use a conventional reset for
circuit simplicity.

In order to achieve above energy saving, the sequence of
these two reset operations is critical. The “swap to reset”
must be performed first because both DAC outputs have to
be close to VCM for the energy-free swapping. Based on
the above principle, the normalized total reset energy of
a 12-b split monotonic SAR ADC with “swap to reset” applied
to a different number of bits is illustrated in Fig. 8. The
majority (75%) of the reset energy can already be saved with
“swap to reset” utilized for the 2 MSBs.

D. Impact of Parasitic Capacitance

In practice, due to the interconnections and transistors,
parasitic capacitance is inevitable and has impact on the
consumed energy and the performance of an SAR ADC.
As shown in Fig. 9, there are two important types of parasitic
capacitance. The swap switches will introduce parasitic capaci-
tance between the DAC outputs and GND (CA, K−i , CB, K−i )
and the inverters driving the DAC array lead to CC, K−i at the
output of the drivers.

CA, K−i and CB, K−i will attenuate the full scale input
range of the SAR ADC and increase the conversion energy

Fig. 10. Normalized EReset considering parasitic capacitance of a 12 b split
monotonic SAR ADC with “swap to reset” applied to a different number
of bits.

slightly due to the increased total capacitance. Equation (7)
should be rewritten as

EConversion, pa =
K−1∑

i=1

CK−i · (1 − 2CK−i/(CT + CTP)) · V 2
REF

> 0.33CT · V 2
REF (14)

where CTP denotes the sum of CA, K−i and CB, K−i at one
side. Since CA, K−i and CB, K−i are mainly the junction
capacitance, they will change with DACP and might intro-
duce signal-dependent charge injection, distorting the SAR
conversion. Consequently, the size of the switches has to be
minimized to reduce CA, K−i and CB, K−i and make the
signal-dependence negligible compared with CT .

CC, K−i will switch and consume extra energy during
both conversion and conventional reset. However, with “swap
to reset,” the charge on CC, K−i is also preserved thanks
to swapping and no reset energy is dissipated. The scaling
of CC, K−i may vary from the size of the inverters or the
layout of the interconnection and it is usually not binary
scaled. As example, here it is assumed that CC, K−i is constant
and equal to 0.01 CT for each capacitor. The energy saving of
the “swap to reset” considering parasitic capacitance is shown
in Fig. 10. Compared to Fig. 8, 2-bit “swap to reset” saves
less than 75% of the total reset energy now since CC, K−i is
not binary scaled. However, the absolute energy saving has
increased thanks to energy-free swapping of a part of the
parasitics CC, K−i .

E. Impact on ADC Dynamic Performance

“Swap to reset” swaps the positions of capacitors between
N and P sides according to the previous conversion code to
save energy, which implies that the DAC network is changing
dependent on the input signal. This subsection discusses
the impact of “swap to reset” on the dynamic performance
from three aspects: systematic capacitor mismatch, random
capacitor mismatch, and input signal dependence.
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Fig. 11. Dynamic performance of an SAR ADC with conventional reset and
“swap to reset” at different CN,K −i /CP,K −i and near-Nyquist input.

In order to perform a binary search in an SAR conversion,
an accurate binary-scaled voltage shift after each comparison
is required. However, even when the capacitors at P and N side
of the array are perfectly binary scaled, there can still be
a systematic mismatch between P and N sides. This can
be expressed as follows, where α indicates the systematic
mismatch between P and N side:

α = CN, K−i

CP, K−i
− 1. (15)

The MATLAB simulations in Fig. 11 show the impact on
efficient number of bits (ENOB) and SFDR when changing
the ratio of CN, K−i /CP, K−i (simultaneously for all i =
1, 2, 3, . . . , K −1). For conventional reset, the performance is
not affected as the systematic mismatch does not induce non-
binary scaling. If “swap to reset” is utilized, the swap operation
between CP, K−i and CN, K−i will cause non-linearity and
degrades the SFDR. However, as a few percent of systematic
mismatch can be tolerated before the performance is affected,
this should not be a critical issue in practice.

In reality, random mismatch of CP, K−i and CN, K−i has
a much more severe impact. Fig. 12 shows the average
ENOB and SFDR with different amounts of random mismatch
applied to all capacitors in the ADC (σC1/C1, σCK−i =
σC1 · √

(CK−i/C1), i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , K − 1). As can be
seen, conventional reset and “swap to reset” have the same
sensitivity to random mismatch. This is because the DAC
is switching differential: even when “swap to reset” swaps
a capacitor with mismatch from the P to the N side, the
differential voltage created by the pair of capacitors remains
almost the same.

Since the activity of “swap to reset” depends on the
last input signal, it could depend on the input frequency.
In order to explore this impact, above dynamic perfor-
mance simulations are conducted at different input frequencies
with σC1/C1 = 0.05. As shown in Fig. 13, the dynamic
performances of an SAR ADC with conventional reset and
“swap to reset” still overlap each other.

To summarize, the swap operation will not result in dynamic
performance degradation in presence of random mismatch

Fig. 12. Average dynamic performance of an SAR ADC with con-
ventional reset and “swap to reset” at different σC1 /C1 and near-Nyquist
input (200 runs each).

Fig. 13. Average dynamic performance of an SAR ADC with conven-
tional reset and “swap to reset” at different input frequencies (σC1 /C1 =
0.05, 200 runs).

of the DAC array. This will be validated by measurements.
However, systematic variations do have more impact and
should be kept small enough.

F. Impact on Input Buffer

As discussed above, the conventional reset will reset the
DAC to the previous input voltage while “swap to reset” will
keep the DAC outputs at VCM as shown in Fig. 14(a). Due to
the difference in reset voltage, the required voltage step during
tracking is also different: as shown in Fig. 14(a) and (b),
for the conventional reset, this voltage change is small
(|�V1| ↓ 0) for a low-frequency input (VIN1) while it can
be large (|�V2| � VREF) for a high-frequency input (VIN2),
which imposes a burden on the input buffer in terms of
driving strength, especially for higher input frequencies.
For “swap to reset,” this voltage change is restricted within
1/2VREF (|�V3|) and frequency-independent, which relaxes the
required driving strength of the input buffer. This is why some
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Fig. 14. Impact of (a) conventional reset and “swap to reset” on SAR ADC input buffer illustrated in time and as function of the (b) input signal frequency.

Fig. 15. Architecture of the 12b SAR ADC with “swap to reset.”

SAR ADCs will set the DAC outputs to VCM after conversion
intentionally [14] while “swap to reset” brings this benefit
inherently. As a quantitative example: when VREF = 0.8 V,
CT = 9 pF, fsample = 40 kS/s and further assuming that
the tracking time is 50% of the sampling period, the buffer
driving the conventional ADC requires at least 0.6 μA of
output current to charge CT in time up to VREF. With swap to
reset, the buffer’s output current is reduced by 2× to 0.3 μA.
These values and the factor two reduction are significant
when compared to the ADC’s power consumption which is
shown to be ∼0.4 μW (Section V and Table I).

IV. 12-b SAR ADC WITH “SWAP TO RESET”

A. Architecture of the 12-b SAR ADC

In order to demonstrate the energy saving of the presented
“swap-to-reset” technique, it is utilized in a 12-b asynchronous
SAR ADC utilizing a split monotonic DAC, the architecture
of which is illustrated in Fig. 15. The clock for the logic is
generated internally as in [15], hence only the sample clock is
required externally. The SAR ADC uses bootstrapped switches
to sample the inputs for the sake of good linearity. Moreover,
a power-efficient bi-directional comparator [16] is adopted to
reduce the energy consumption further.

Fig. 16. DAC and the logic with “swap to reset” and rotation.

B. Split Monotonic DAC

The DAC of the SAR ADC adopts the split monotonic
scheme as shown in Fig. 16. The 2 MSBs of the DAC use
thermal encoding while the remaining 9 b are binary scaled.
Each capacitor is driven by an inverter to switch between VREF
and GND. Lateral metal–metal capacitors [17] are adopted
to implement the DAC and the split unit capacitance for the
LSB is 2.2 fF, leading to a total capacitance of 9 pF at each
side. As shown in Fig. 16, because of the differential structure
and the split monotonic scheme, a total of 12 equally sized
(1.1 pF) capacitors is needed for the 2 unary coded MSBs.
The 2 MSBs utilize “swap to reset” to save reset energy
and a random rotation [13] to improve the linearity of
the SAR ADC. These two operations are orthogonal and have
no impact on the function of each other, which will be verified
by the measurement results shown in Section V.

C. “Swap To Reset”

As shown in Fig. 16, in order to swap the N/P connections
of the 2 MSBs, 2 switches are required for each capacitor,
resulting in a total of 24 switches while only 12 switches will
be closed at the same time. Bootstrapped circuits are utilized
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Fig. 17. Bootstrapped switches for the “swap-to-reset” operation.

Fig. 18. Key node waveforms of the “swap-to-reset” operation.

Fig. 19. Clock generation for the swap switches.

here as shown in Fig. 17 and the gate voltage of the NMOS
switches (M5, 6) can be shifted to 1.8· VDD to improve the
linearity. As discussed in Section III, the size of each switch is
set to 1.5 μm/60 nm to minimize CA, K−i and CB, K−i . The
simulated CA, K−i and CB, K−i change from 620 to 784 aF

Fig. 20. PRNG based on MLS.

Fig. 21. Die photograph in 65 nm.

Fig. 22. Measured ADC power with conventional reset and “swap to reset.”

when changing DACP from 0 to VREF, which is negligible
compared to CT (9 pF). Note that in case of a smaller CT ,
the switches could be downscaled proportionally to maintain
the same speed and linearity. For any differential capacitor
pair, the N/P connections are complementary hence the two
corresponding switches can share the same bootstrapped block
as shown in Figs. 17 and 12 (Sel〈11:0〉) are required. These
signals are generated based on the N/P connections at the end
of the last conversion (Con〈5:0〉) tracked by a register, since
this determines which capacitors should be swapped during
reset. Since the DAC is complementary, it is sufficient to
monitor the six capacitors at the P side (Con〈5:0〉), which
are also needed when switching the 2 MSB capacitors during
the following conversion.
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Fig. 23. While the information is already mentioned in each figure maybe it is also ok to leave these subpart descriptions out. (a) “Swap to reset”: off,
rotation: off; (b) “Swap to reset”: off, rotation: on; (c) “Swap to reset”: on, rotation: off; (d) “Swap to reset”: on, rotation: on.

Fig. 24. Measured integral non-linearity (INL)/differential non-linearity (DNL) before and after enabling rotation (with enabled “swap to reset”). (a) INL
without rotation. (b) INL with rotation. (c) DNL without rotation. (d) INL with rotation.

The operation of “swap to reset” is further demonstrated
with key node waveforms in Fig. 18, where unary MSB capac-
itor DAC_TPH〈2〉 and binary LSB capacitor DAC_BPH〈8〉
are chosen as example and the remaining MSB and LSB
capacitors operate similarly. Clk_sample is the sample clock
of the SAR ADC and one conversion starts at the rising
edge of Clk_sample (t0,4,8). During conversion, the DAC is
switched according to Comp〈i〉, the i th comparison result in
the conversion. For DAC_TPH〈2〉, the current N/P connection

also determines the DAC switching. For instance, during both
t0 ∼ t1 and t8 ∼ t9, Comp〈1〉 equals 0, but DAC_TPH〈2〉
is switched oppositely since it is connected to P (Con〈5〉 =
1 during t0 ∼ t1) and N (Con〈5〉 = 0 during t8 ∼ t9) side
respectively. As discussed in Section III-D, “swap to reset”
should be conducted prior to the conventional reset applied
to the LSBs. In the SAR ADC of this work, the end of
a conversion is indicated by Conv_done, which is adopted
to trigger “swap to reset” (t1,5,9). At this moment, the
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N/P connection is stored in the register (Con〈5〉) and all the
swap switches are opened (Sel〈11:10〉 = 0) as preparations for
the swap operation. A rising edge (Clk_BS) is then generated
from Conv_done by a delay chain shown in Fig. 19. Con〈5〉
decides whether Sel〈11〉 or Sel〈10〉 will copy this rising edge
to bootstrap the corresponding switches and perform a swap
operation (t2,10) or keep the previous N/P connection (t6).
After the MSBs are swapped and reset, the LSBs are reset
conventionally and the tracking phase starts (t3,7,11).

Although the “swap-to-reset” operation does not consume
energy from VREF, the bootstrapped swap switches will con-
sume extra energy as does the additional logic. In schematic
simulations, the “swap to reset” saves 45% of the total DAC
energy as expected while the swap switches and logic consume
5.4% more energy, resulting in a total energy saving of 39.6%.

D. Rotation

Rotation of the MSB capacitors [13] changes the position
of the capacitors in each conversion to enhance the linearity.
In this work, rotation is applied to the three unary elements
encoding the 2 MSBs so that a random sequence ranging
from 0 to 2 is required to indicate the random rotation. For
this purpose, a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) is
integrated, based on the maximum length sequence (MLS) [18]
as shown in Fig. 20. It is a three-level 6th order MLS generator,
resulting in a pseudorandom sequence with a periodic length
of 728 (=36 − 1). 12 D flip-flops are utilized here for the
2b Seed〈1:0〉 and the clock signal is equal to the sampling
clock of the ADC, leading to a new random number for each
conversion. The current and next Seed〈1:0〉s are fed back
through a sum and modulo-3 operation to the first D flip-flops.
For this architecture, a sequence of 0s is also stable hence an
Rst signal is presented to initialize the PRNG and avoid a
sequence of 0s. This scheme is very low cost in hardware and
the power consumption of this PRNG is less than 1% of that
of the SAR ADC.

As shown in Fig. 16, the 2 MSBs TR〈1:0〉 are first
decoded to a 3-b rotated RT〈2:0〉 guided by Seed〈1:0〉.
Subsequently, RT〈2:0〉 is transferred to T〈11:0〉 based on the
current N/P connections (Con〈5:0〉).

E. DAC With Exchangeable MSB Capacitors in 2-D

After applying “swap to reset” and rotation, the capacitors
of the 2 MSBs become exchangeable in two dimensions:
each capacitor can be exchanged between P and N sides
by “swap to reset” and within P or N side by rotation. The
DAC with exchangeable MSB capacitors improves the energy-
efficiency and the linearity of the SAR ADC at the same time.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The 12-b SAR ADC is fabricated in 65-nm CMOS
technology occupying a chip area of 0.105 mm2 (Fig. 21).
The extra control logic and bootstrapped switches for “swap
to reset” occupy a chip area of 0.0024 mm2, which is about
2.3% of the total ADC chip area. The SAR ADC operates
at 0.8 V VDD and 40-kHz sampling frequency and the
power consumption is shown in Fig. 22. With both rotation

Fig. 25. Measured signal to noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) and SFDR
at different input frequencies with enabled “swap to reset” and rotation.

and “swap to reset” off, the SAR ADC consumes 450 nW
of which the DAC consumes 286 nW (63.6%) (Column
1). By enabling “swap to reset,” 33% of the DAC power
is saved while the remainder of the SAR ADC consumes
7% more power due to the auxiliary circuits of “swap to
reset,” resulting in a total power saving of 18% for the
entire SAR ADC, while the DAC now consumes 51% of
the total SAR ADC power (Column 2). The 33% DAC
power saving is less than the expected 45% (based on theory
and schematic simulations), which is due to the parasitic
capacitances CC, K−i (Figs. 9 and 10). Since rotation has no
influence on the power saving of “swap to reset,” almost the
same power saving is achieved when above measurements
are repeated with rotation on despite the slight additional
power introduced by the rotation logic (Column 3 and 4).
A near-Nyquist tone spectrum of the SAR ADC is measured
with four combinations of enabling and disabling “swap to
reset” and rotation as shown in Fig. 23. Regardless of “swap
to reset,” rotation maintains the same SNDR (∼64.2 dB)
and improves the SFDR by around 15.5 dB as shown by
Fig. 23(a) and (b) and (c) and (d). Regardless of rotation,
enabling “swap to reset” will maintain the same SNDR
and SFDR shown by Fig. 23(a) and (c) and (b) and (d),
which matches well with the discussion in Section III-E. The
linearity improvement of rotation can be further observed in
the INL/DNL plots as shown in Fig. 24 with enabled “swap
to reset.” Without rotation, the INL error is relatively large for
the 2 MSBs, most likely caused by non-symmetrical layout
of the MSB capacitors. With rotation enabled, this is resolved
and INL remains within 1 LSB. The SNDR and SFDR are also
measured at different input frequencies with enabled “swap
to reset” and rotation (Fig. 25). The performance is consistent
throughout the Nyquist bandwidth. Above measurements
reveal that “swap to reset” and rotation are orthogonal and
they have no impact on each other’s function, which makes
it suitable to combine these two techniques in the same
design. By enabling “swap to reset” and rotation, the SAR
ADC achieves better energy-efficiency and better linearity
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TABLE I

SAR ADC PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

at the same time. The performance summary is shown in
Table I, together with a comparison to other low-power
non-oversampled SAR ADCs. With “swap to reset” and
rotation, a Figure of Merit (FoM) of 7.1-fJ/conversion-step
is achieved with high SFDR (88.2 dB) in this work. [1],
[9], [19], and [20] achieve a better FoM while at the cost of
SFDR. [21] has slightly better SFDR, but has a worse FoM.
For [1] and [9], “swap to reset” can also be utilized to reduce
the DAC power and improve the power-efficiency further.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an energy-free “swap-to-reset” scheme
is presented to deal with the large reset energy that is
present for several recent low-power DAC switching schemes.
As example, for the split-monotonic scheme, it is shown
that the reset energy is about 1.5× the conversion energy.
The “swap to reset” can be utilized in all the differentially
reset and switched DACs (e.g., [7]–[9]), which consume a
reset energy close to or higher than the conversion energy.
Moreover, it can be applied to only the MSB part of the
DAC to save the majority of power while the rest of the DAC
can use conventional reset for circuit simplicity. The swap
operation has no impact on the dynamic performance of the
SAR ADC with the presence of DAC array mismatch. Along
with rotation, a DAC is realized where each capacitor of the
2 MSBs can change positions between P and N sides (“swap
to reset”) and along P or N side (rotation). This improves the
linearity (+15.4 dB) and the energy efficiency (18%) of the
SAR ADC at the same time.
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